Silences in palliative care-the primacy of human presence

Abstract

Our world is very noisy. It's the shrill sound of deafening music, the unbearable screams of hysterical people, is the constant aggression to our ears coming from mobile commercial advertising, and finally, there is a foreign conspiracy, under various forms of protest, against the need for peace and stillness. The world must think. We need, everyone, to hear more. Life calls for silence and reflection. Respect the patient's silence implicit a deep respect for his personality, a sublime professional act that demonstrate the ethic of the health professional. It is, probably, in the moment of serene acceptance of death, that haunt the quiet periods of silence. The patient no longer wants explanations, is mind grasps the great truth. At such moments the health professionals should not abandon the patient. They must maintain this silence, a understanding glance, the gentle touch of hands. They must establish a better dialogue, never a empty set of words. Caring is also carefully listening, being present, sharing the silence, complicity, be challenged by the lack of words. It's welcoming. This article is based on a narrative review of the literature related with the therapeutic use of silence in end-of-life care.
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Introduction

Silence reminds us of the dialogue with life, and makes us hear many profoundly beneficial sounds; that are muffled by the neurotic and unhealthy sound of everyday life. In silence we can hear the voice of our own interiority. Our claims are revealed in the sound of agonizing guilt, restless spirit, deep sorrow, the "silent" agony of a bad night's sleep, or not sleep at all. It is in silence that we learn to hear the voice of the heart, and develop a silently dialogue, sometimes difficult, but healthy, with ourselves. It is in silence, too, that we live with life, through the people around us and nature that nurtures us. The silence is, inherently a provocative dialogue, and invariably raises many sounds hitherto unnoticed. The ears assaulted by the noise of day-to-day, do not get, for themselves, the sound that emerges from the needy eyes and beggars gestures of the patients around us. There are things that can only be grasped and understood in silence. "The silence becomes a lookout for our intimacy. Who is not afraid to be near this viewpoint so high?" 5

Before the word "silence" everything gets quiet. Anything, but the curiosity to find it in the middle of words and sounds. The answers follow in the chronology of time devoted to each of our conversations, but it is up to each of us to reveal in the word of others what in us do not shut up. Speech and silence are dependent and defined through the other. There is no speech without silence like there would be no silence without speech, just a universal meaningless, emptiness. According to Foucault the lack, the unsaid, the unspoken determines and defines the very existence of what is said, of the enunciative field. What is present in the words and the silence of the patient is defined by what is not. Sharing the unsaid is an invitation to step into the unusual world of the patients, between words, where the time between a visit and another leads us gently to the one that follows it. The singularity, expressed the multiple possibilities that the silence evokes. What we heard here, also awakens in us the chance to live it - in the extent possible for each one - not as a goal, but especially as a path. Port to the unsayable, Silence, invites us to find in the dissonant voices, the silence within us.

Our tendency as professionals willing to help is often translated by an intrinsic need to act, provide answers, say something, as if speaking could or should been answered. "Somewhat ... We have low tolerance to the silence of others. On the other hand we have no time or much desire to listen..." 6. In palliative care the patients require of the professionals who care for them, listening skills, in order to see recognized the singular importance of his person. But listening is not just ear carefully, requires education and training in recognizing the importance of the other. Listening is an active and voluntary process in order to truly understand the sounds and the silence.2 Silence always occurs within a context, as a multi-faceted and multi-functional phenomenon.3,4 So is acknowledged as a complex phenomenon, more than simply an absence of speech. Silence implies voice. It does not equal muteness, it is not the absence of sound our speech.

Jacobb argues that silence is not opposed to verbal language. Establishes a circle of language that is only possible if we keep quiet. Distinguishes two types of silence during the interaction of communication: opening and closing. The first means that you need to listen to be able to talk. These silences of opening are charged against a silence of finishing, the order of intuitive understanding and that makes all the discourse development. If understanding is funded by listening, all the talk is always on the background of silence. "Listen to others and feel what they really want to communicate requires a change of registration, the use of a different language".7. Actively listening to the patient is silence the inner voice that has an absolute need to respond all with words. According Lazure, cited by Querido,8 be attentive to silence is listening to what the other lives deeper.
Tearing down the “wall of silence”

There are silences, when someone crosses the final phase of life, that are not beneficial, that should be overturned. According to Wiesel, quoted by Jacob, there are silences cold and hard, which divide, deny, judge. The silence is fundamental to communication but should not be used as a shield against difficult questions. Thus, the silence can be used as an escape. According to Sciacca, cited by Serra, futile and meaningless words are hollow, are just voice. Equally a pointless silence is a “naked” silence. Likewise, Dauenhauer, quoted by the same author, argues that silence is not absence of audible sound, because the therapeutically silent necessarily involves an active conscience. Following this line of thought, in palliative care can not be allowed the omission of information, silence conspiracy and quiet trails, all the annihilating forms of silence in the communication. According to Amoros, cited by Serra “The dumb want to speak but can not, the one that is quiet can speak but do not want, and it is, precisely the nature of voluntary choice that makes the silence so significant.” According to Twycross, if we do not talk to patients, we not prevent the inevitable to happens. We must be honest with ourselves and wonder if our silences protect the patient or protects us from an embarrassing situation by not knowing how to handle it.

The silence in the environment

According to Bergold is common to hear complaints about the difficulty of sleeping at night in a hospital, for many reasons:\r\n\r\ninterruptions for therapeutics administration, lights, sound of footsteps, strange noises, conversation and laughter. The author advances an explanation for this “neglected” attitude by professionals. Perhaps this attempt to keep the noise is a need to dispel the silence and fear. “Man fears the absence of sound as he fears the absence of life ... the final silence is death.” Scientific tests cited by Bergold, reveal that even brief periods of loud conversation are enough to affect the nervous system and cause contractions in much of the circulatory system. Palliative care professionals should be redoubled care with the nervous system and cause constrictions in much of the circulatory system. Palliative care professionals should be redoubled care with the nervous system and cause constrictions in much of the circulatory system.

The therapeutic silent

The essence of the work with others is to be present as a living being. What matters is a human being with another human being, recognizing the other person as another person. If the patient make eye contact he need to see honesty and presence. He may not look. But if he does he need to see it. Maybe he see some anxiety, some insecurity that we own, I have learned that is normal. I do not need to feel emotionally secure and look firm. Only need to be present. There is no given qualification to the kind of person I should be. The only
According to Back et al.,21 for this silence, truly therapeutic, to emerge, it is necessary, that the health professional as the competences of:

i. Give attention for the purpose of understanding the patient as a hole person.

ii. Maintain focus and set aside distractions common in clinical settings.

iii. Clarity of perception free from distortion or bias.

**The silence of those “who care”**

After the death of a patient with whom we have established a deep relationship, feels in the whole team the “shock”, regret, nostalgia... it creates a dome of silence, for minutes, for days. “We looked at each other full of questions that we dare not utter. And so, we protect ourselves from one another with a pathological silence” 24 This silence becomes too heavy to bear. It took me a while to understand that these “walls of silence” could not bring a good result. I learned that after the death of a patient there is always something more to say, so it is essential to work as a team. A team that welcomes its wounded members in times of weakness. That welcomes them in silence. Professionals also need active listening, to be heard by someone who is able to establish an empathic relationship. “With a analyst silent my counselor listened to me and I exercise the ghost.” 10

Before entering the room or the house of a patient in the final stages of life, we should prepare ourselves for the caring and sharing that will take place. After the loss of a patient, each professional should reserve for itself a period of withdrawal, inner listening, silence. “The silence allows a pause in the theatre of life. It takes us behind the scenes where the roles are again recalled and updated. After this moment of rest and meeting with our intimacy, we are prepare to get back on the scene.” 1

**Conclusion**

Silence lets us hear the flawless symphony of sounds of nature, manifest in both the lightness of the wind that turns into a breeze that caress the trees, and the flight of birds chirping; in the therapeutic “noise” of the movement of the waves, in the serenity and peace of those who approach the farewell. And, in silence, we discover and delighting in the world. “It is indeed a “be quiet” that characterize the human order, replacing clarity and distinction to the human turmoil and making it possible the action on the rubble of the excitement.” 15 According to Ahya et al.,22 in the context of palliative care, when words have no real sense, when our knowledge hit a great turmoil and making it possible the action on the rubble of the excitement. 25 Tornoe et al23 find that being in silence requires a mental shift from ‘doing something for the patient’ to ‘being with the patient’ (p.6) and this demands personal courage. Silence, as presence, is a difficult skill to master, it takes experience, and practise. It involves letting go of ego and a shift of focus from self to other that is integral to compassionate care.26 It is essential to preserve this silence that is on the verge of extinction in a world that lives in a hurry. The kind of silence that allows us to meditate, contemplate and feel. “The silence that allows us to feel the presence of someone, very close to us, and that, despite the buzz of gestures, listen without talking.” 27 28 This article not seeks to provide answers, but to stimulate discussion, and new reasearch and interpretation. We need to deepen understanding the quality of therapeutic silence as a core element of care. Which, although intangible, will always be fundamental.
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